ABSTRACT A far-wing line shape theory which satisfies the detailed balance principle is applied to the H20 -H20 system. We find that it is necessary to consider frequency detuning, because this makes significant and opposite contributions in the two band-averaging processes and causes the lines to be asymmetric. Otherwise, the two line shapes become symmetric, are the same, and equal to the mean of the two shapes obtained including the frequency effects.
For the pure rotational band, we find that the magnitude of the line shape obtained from the positive line average is larger than that obtained from the negative line average for w > 0 and vice versa for w < 0, and their gap increases as the frequency displacement from the line center increases.
By adopting a realistic potential model and optimizing its parameters, one is able to obtain these two line
In previous papers, we have presented the theory for the calculation of far-wing hne shapes and the corresponding absorption coefficients for interacting pairs of molecules.
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Assuming only the binary colhsion and quasistatic approximations, we have shown that by using the coordinate representation to describe the orientation of each molecule before and after the transition, we are able to reduce the problem to the calculation of multi-dimensional integrals.
The dimensionality of the integrals depends on the type of molecules involved; specifically for two hnear molecules (e.g. CO2--CO 2 or CO2-N2) the dimensionality is 7, while for one asymmetric top and a linear partner (e.g. H20-N2) it is 9 . For the first case we were able to obtain converged results with a sophisticated interaction potential using conventional integration methods. 1 However, for latter case, we had to use the Monte Carlo method. 3 This system is important in atmospheric apphcations, where we have shown that the absorption (known as the "foreign continuum")
is in good agreement with experimental results. 3 Because the absorption by H20-H20 pairs (the "self continuum") is more important, we would hke to extend our theory to the case of two interacting asymmetric tops; the dimensionality in this case is 11, thus implying a big challenge to obtain converged results.
In a previous paper, we have shown that by considering an interaction potential containing cyclic coordinates, the dimensionahty is reduced to 7, and one can obtain converged results. 2
One goal of the present paper is to remove this restriction and calculate the far-wing line shape for H20-H20 using the most general interaction potential. To accomplish this goal, it is necessary to modify the Monte Carlo routine used previously such that the sensitivity of the integrand on the integration variables is clearly characterized.
A second goal is to investigate the asymmetry of spectral lines; in order to do this, one has to carry out band averages in a more sophisticated way and consider the frequency detuning effect in the line shape calculations.
Based on the present work, one can conclude that the band-average line shapes are asymmetric and, in addition, one would expect different line shapes for different bands.
In order to reduce any unphysical effects in calculated results, we carry out all numerical calculations based on formulas which satisfy the detailed balance principle exactly and have a higher accuracy in the short-time limit. 4 As expected, this increases the difficulty because the formulas become more complicated. The absorption coefficient a(w) of a gaseous sample with a unit volume is given by
where n a is the number density of absorber molecules and the spectral density, F(w), is the It has been shown that one is able to express C(t) in the t -_ 0 bruit, which is valid (--C(t + ih47/2)) defined by
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From these expressions, it is easy to verify that C(-t) = C(t + i_) and C(-t) = C(t) which guarantees both of them satisfy the detailed balance principle. 4'5
By expressing C(t) explicitly as summations over indices i, j, i' and j' where each represents all the quantum numbers necessary to specify the energy levels of the absorber molecule, one is able to write C(t) as ....
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The explicit expression for _ij;i,j,(_) is given by
where ib and i_ are indices used to specify the states of bath molecule and {m} indicates the summation over all magnetic quantum numbers.
In the above expression, Hem (w) is defined by 
We note that in Eq. (7), the summation indices i, j, i' and j' exclude their magnetic quantum numbers since the summation over them has been carried out. On the other hand, by introducing two common line shape functions X÷(w) and X_(w) one can express F(w) as
where _ (_= #ij} is the reduced dipole matrix element and Pk = _" In order to find expressions for X+(w) and X_(w), one performs the Fourier transform for Eqs. (12) and (13) and compares the results to their time-domain versions.
As a result, the following equation has to be satisfied: 
k+n s÷ and _[_ J'_(,.,.,)] = }_}_'_k_;,,(')e-"}(_k'-_,,) ' / _ P,I_-I _e--i".',:. k-n s÷ (16) Then, with Eq. (15) it is easy to obtain an expression for _.[1_._ _÷(03)] which is valid in the short-time limit:
k÷n (17) where N is the normalization factor defined by N=_ ,Okl/_l 2, k÷ (18) and _ is the average positive resonance frequency defined by _= _, p_,l_l 2_.. (19) 
If onedoesnotdistinguish the twoshapes X.(w)andX_(w)in theexpression forF(w)
given by Eq. (13) and replaces them by only one shape X(w), one can pursue a similar derivation for X(w) and obtain .... In the present study, we are interested in a system consisting of two H20 molecules.
In order to reduce any unphysical effects, we base our study on formulas which satisfy the detailed balance principle exactly and have a higher accuracy in the short-time limit. {j_r_}÷ is hmited to a range with E(j_rL) > E(jtr,). We note that for the vibrational bands, L ÷ the expression for AKK, is similar to that given above except that the states labeled by "' ' j_r_ and "' ' J272 and the states labeled by jl_'t and J272 belong to a higher and a lower vibrational level, respectively. In addition, another limitation of E(j_r_) > E(j2r2) is also enforced in the summations. needed to be evaluated. If one uses an even higher cut---off Jmax = 26, these numbers become 26235. By utilizing a dozen workstations, we are able to manage the latter in less than two days. We note that to obtain these coefficients is the most costly calculational part in the present study. In cases where no confusion results, the subscripts of these Euler angles are omitted.
However,
it is better to express them as distributions over their two sensitive variables and u (= (a -}-?)/2) and one insensitive one v (-(a-7)/2).
The explicit expression for
Gac ¢_ used in the numerical calculations is given by
where the ranges of the indices L, K, and K' are from 0 to 2jm_, from 0 to L, and from -L to L, respectively; _KK' = 1 for K = 0, and _KK' = 2 otherwise. The expression for G_c Cr_ Fig. 2 , there are five sharp peaks located along the u axis at u = 0, r/2, _, 3r]2, and 2_, respectively, and they are symmetric with respect to the plane u = _r. The magnitudes of / these peaks decrease very fast as B increases. We note that in contrast with Fig. 1, a logarithmic coordinate is used to plot the magnitudes. From Figs. 1 and 2 _ (B, u, v) and Ga_ c ,_ (B, u, v) In the present case, the integrand is a product of H_(w) and
G_I.
With respect to their variables, the former is a smooth function as shown by Eq. 
F. Potential Models
Based on the progress mentioned so far, we are able to calculate converged line shapes for H_O -H20 without or with the frequency detuning correction, i.e., X÷(w) and X_(w), or X÷(w) and X.(w), from potential models provided unless they are too complicated (e.g. those consisting of several decades terms and parameters). There are several potential models available in literatures, such as HF 11, CI 1_, Watts 13, RWK114, and RWK2 model 14.
We have tested some of them to calculate the line shapes and the corresponding absorption coefficients.
Unfortunately, it turns out that the results obtained from these models predict too much absorptions in comparison with experimental data. It has been shown in our previous study 2'3 that the far-wing shape is very sensitive to the angular gradients of the potential. The reason is that contributions to the line shape come mainly from energy contour areas at which large angular gradients of the potential are exhibited while the potential values themselves are relatively sm_ll or even negative.
We expect that such features would not fully manifest their effects on other physical measurements on which these models were developed. Therefore, the failure of these models is not surprising.
As an alternative, we assume that the potential for H20 -H20 consists of a 15 We adopt the potential form given by (42) and search for a set of potential parameters that enables us to obtain satisfactory results for several properties of a dilute H20 gas; e.g. the absorption coefficient, the second virial coefficient, and the differential cross section.
G. General Features and Numerical

Results for the Line Shapes
We have presented the line shape formulas applicable for both the pure rotational band and vibrational bands. But, in the present study, the numerical calculations are carried out for the former because not only is this the strongest band of H20 , but also most of the continuum absorption measurements are performed in its high-frequency wing.
It is worthwhile to report general features of line shapes found from numerous test calculations before we present more specified results. First of all, we find that differences between X÷(w) and X_(w) calculated from the same potential are always less than numerical errors. The formulas used to get X.(w) and X.(w) are the same, but the input files representing the two distributions Ga ( _1 (B, u, v) and G_(_) (B, u, v) , respectively, are different. However, these two distributions differ from each other only slightly. In fact, as explained above, they exhibit the same profiles over two sensitive variables _ and u, and are mirror images over the insensitive v. In cases that the potential contains cyclic coordinates, it is easy to show analytically that these two distributions must yield the same line shapes. For more general cases, given the fact that Ga(_) (D, u, v) and Ga ( _ (B, u, v) differ from each other as discussed above, we suspect that effects resulting from these differences could cancel out in the averaging processes when the integrations are evaluated by about 107 random selections.
In the present study, we do not seek a general and rigorous proof of this finding, rather we assume it. Then, we can draw the important conclusion that by not considering the frequency detuning correction, the line shape implies that all the moments of the line shape are also finite and, therefore the line shape must approach zero faster than any inverse power of w. In Fig. 8 , we present all the calculated absorption coefficients in the window region 600 -1250 em°1. We note that for a specified frequency w, we exclude completely any contribution from lines that are within [w-9.5 em "1, w ÷ 9.5 em°1] in the calculations As shown by Fig. 8, the far, there has been no theoretical explanation why the different bands have different shapes without assuming that the interaction depends sensitively on the vibrational quantum numbers which seems unlikely to be true. We think that both from the theoretical and practical points of view, to investigate the lines shapes for different bands is an interesting subject to pursue.
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